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Abstract—The a priori knowledge about biodegradability is adopted to save time and money for research and design of new products. Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models as a tool for biodegradability prediction of chemicals have been encouraged by environmental organizations. In the current work, a new algorithm has been proposed to investigate the importance of chemical descriptors to be used as input variables in modeling and prediction of biodegradability. The algorithm allows obtaining an ensemble of feature subsets compromising between model complexity and generalization performance. It utilizes random forests as classifier coupled with Boruta algorithm to automatically rank and omit descriptors based on Z-score. It is shown how four least relevant variables were identified and removed from model remaining generation ability. Furthermore, a hybrid feature selection method is developed to inspect weak relevant features and omit them in a loop mode in order to remain generalization of classifiers. The prediction accuracy of the new model showed improvements compared to previous works.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern society puts a lot of effort into keeping its environment safe and clean. At the same time a wide variety of present-day consumer products are composed of different chemicals which might pose a threat to the nature due to their accumulation and persistence in the soil, water or air. The number of goods and their turnover is drastically increasing thus making the issue of chemicals disposal even more vital. One of the possible ways to reduce the impact on the environment is to use biodegradable chemicals in design and production of new materials[1]. On one hand, one can use experimental methods to define whether the designated chemical is biodegradable or not but this becomes more and more impossible task since tens of thousands of compounds have to be tested. The other group of approaches called quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) and quantitative structure property relationship (QSPR) models have been utilized to predict biodegradability[2]. They are based on classification or regression methods, respectively, exploiting properties of molecules. They often utilize a high number of descriptors (variables) for prediction[3]. The variables in highly dimensional model input are often intercorrelated or are not all relevant to the dependent variables, which would deteriorate the performance of QSAR/QSPR models[4].

In this light, feature selection is an important issue to be solved in order to achieve proper model prediction. It can delete redundant descriptors to improve computing speed, save storage, and also enhance transparency of data structure via filter, wrapper and embedded solutions[5]. Filter techniques obtain the relevance of variables and remove unimportant ones from model inputs. Although they lack consideration about relations between features and are non-specific to prediction method, filter-based group of methods reduce model complexity while preserving satisfactory generalization ability; moreover, they are highly computationally efficient[6]. Wrappers allow avoiding problems of filter methods at some extent but with the cost of high computational time. Embedded method can build an optimal subset of features search process into classifiers construction. It is also a time costing method but less than wrapper.

Mansouri et al.[7] implemented a wrapper combining genetic algorithm with a number of machine learning methods (kNN, PLSDA, SVM). The results have showed reduction of the number of descriptors from 781 to 12, 23 and 14 respectively providing satisfactory accuracy of prediction. Although SVM and GA coupled demonstrated the best performance, learning of SVM is parameter sensitive thus its optimum search is harder. Moreover, training of single SVM is a lengthy process itself, so when combined with GA for feature selection it becomes the most time consuming method. Rudnicki et al.[8] adopted Boruta algorithm[9] to search all-relevant features including 37 descriptors of chemical biodegradability data. One of the major drawbacks of this approach is that Boruta method cannot always completely separate variables into relevant or irrelevant leaving some of them without any decision (so called “tentative” variables). Cao and Leung[10] incorporated a wrapped support vector classifier into a differential
evolution algorithm (DE-SVC) and tested its performance on the data set of Mansouri et al. They reported improved performance of classifier compared to the original work. In this work a new method for feature selection is proposed. It combines filtering and wrapper features thereby attenuating drawbacks of these methods independently. The method is founded on principles of Random Forest (RF)\(^{[11]}\) and Boruta algorithm and is aimed for search of relevant subset of features without losing generalization ability. Random Forest (RF) is used as classifier and Boruta model based on the multiple runs of RF is adopted as a filter built in a loop to delete unimportant features. The details are given in the Modeling Methods section below.

- **MODELING METHODS**
  - **Random Forests**
    Random Forests\(^{[11]}\) is an ensemble of tree predictors for classification and regression. A subset of features is selected randomly to be used as descriptors included in each tree in RF in order to ensure the diversity in ensemble of trees, which is the key to why generation error improvements could be obtained by ensemble classifiers. Then a prediction of each tree in ensemble is taken into account by averaging which yields to the final prediction.
    
    \[
    P(x) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i(x_i)}{N}
    \]
    
    (1)
    
    where \(P\) is final prediction, \(x\) is input vector to RF, \(P_i\) is a prediction of \(i^{th}\) tree in RF, \(x_i\) – input vector \(i^{th}\) into tree of RF consisting of randomly selected subset of descriptors, \(N\) – number of trees in RF. If number of trees \(N\) is high enough then averaging a solution can provide a satisfactory convergence of RF to predicted value.

    Each tree in RF is built using different training sets selected by bootstrapping technique. About one third of whole data\(^{[12]}\) are never trained by “tree” classifiers, which constitute an Out Of Bag (OOB) set. OOB accuracy can be used to assess the performance of predictors and variable importance (VI) built in RF algorithm. This results in another advantage of RF as a bagged predictor, which gives it the capability to deal with overfitting.

    There are two ways to evaluate variable importance (VI) built in RF. First is to compute from permutations of OOB data as shown below. Initially, OOB prediction error of each tree is recorded, then one feature (say \(i^{th}\) molecule descriptor) from OOB data is randomly permuted and new error is recorded. The difference of these computations of OOB errors is averaged between all trees. In such a manner dividing the standard deviation of the difference for all trees one can give the importance value of permuted feature known as Z-score. This way of VI measurement is adopted in this paper since it allows avoiding lengthy cross-validation. Another VI measure – Gini index – is not considered in this work.

    The variable importance \(V^1\) for tree \(i\) is given by:

    \[
    V^1(X_i) = \frac{\sum_{i \in OOB^{(t)}} I(y_i = \hat{y}_i^{(t)}) - \sum_{i \notin OOB^{(t)}} I(y_i = \hat{y}_i^{(t)})}{|OOB^{(t)}| - |OOB^{(t)}|}
    \]
    
    (2)

    where \(\hat{y}_i^{(t)}\) and \(\hat{y}_i^{(t)}\) represent, respectively, class prediction before and after permutation of variable \(X_i\), \(OOB^{(t)}\) is the out-of-bag sample for a tree \(t\). Then it is averaged for all trees:

    \[
    V^1(X_j) = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{\text{Number of trees}} V^1(X_j)^{(t)}}{\text{Number of trees}}
    \]
    
    (3)

    Finally Z-score of variable \(j\) is found as:

    \[
    Z_j = \frac{V^1(X_j)}{\sigma / \sqrt{\text{Number of trees}}}
    \]
    
    (4)

    where \(\sigma\) is standard deviation of \(V^1(X_j)\).

    - **Boruta Algorithm**
      Boruta algorithm works in a way that it randomly generates copies of attributes for all inputs (called shadow attributes) and compares input importance value obtained from RF between real and shadow ones. The suggested model only keeps inputs that overshoot random shadow attributes\(^{[9]}\). In order to avoid instability for a single RF run, Boruta adopts multiple computations and compares Z-score values distribution for all variables. Only the values of original features which are higher significantly in statistics than the highest Z-score of permuted attribute (HZPA) are considered as important ones while others are suggested to be removed from the model.

    - **Hybrid Feature Selection**
      The proposed new method (Figure 1) includes three steps to obtain a simple subset of descriptors without losing too much prediction ability for biodegradability. A novel filter feature selection method in a loop mode using median value of Z-score as criteria of variable importance is developed in the third step after omitting non-relevant and weak relevant features.

    Flow Chart of Proposed Hybrid Feature Selection Algorithm

      ![Flow Chart of Proposed Hybrid Feature Selection Algorithm](image)

      On the first step of feature selection, Boruta algorithm is used to eliminate non-relevant variables among 41 descriptors. At the next step, the number of RF runs is increased to 1000 aiming to verify whether Z-score of inputs are significantly higher than of shadow ones. Thirdly, a novel filter is developed to omit unimportant descriptors one by one in each run. The process is repeated until the OOB accuracy gets below the threshold value. Here the value of 0.870 is chosen as threshold since it is close to 0.875 that is the value of OOB prediction accuracy using the
original descriptor set. The reason of using Z-score to represent variable importance is to consider variance of feature importance gained from all trees in RF. Nevertheless, there are still chances for weak features to be ranked in an advanced place only based on single run outcome. Hence, median value of Z-score obtained from multiple runs of RF can decrease instability of feature importance. Meanwhile, Boruta algorithm incorporates multiple runs of RF internally, which can be coupled with RF to constitute a feature selection without excessive coding. To summarize, the combination of Random Forest and Boruta algorithm as a filter method can avoid long-run computations issues in wrapper while remaining stable due to implementation of Z-score attained from multiple RF runs in Boruta. In addition, an ensemble of descriptors’ subsets can be obtained in the end of computation loop, which provides more opportunities for deciders to comprise between model complexity and its generation ability. Flow chart of entire research is displayed in figure 1.

- **MATERIALS AND SOFTWARE**
  The data set of Mansouri et al.\(^7\) is utilized for modeling purposes in this work. The data set consist of 1725 chemical molecules and 41 descriptors are used to represent each molecule. Training, testing and external validation sets have been selected randomly to include 837, 218 and 670 molecules, respectively. The numbers of ready biodegradable (RB) and not ready biodegradable (NRB) molecules in these data sets are shown in Table I while symbols and brief demonstration of molecular descriptors can be found elsewhere (Mansouri et al., 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Ready biodegradable</th>
<th>Not ready biodegradable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing set</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External validation set</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research was implemented in the R programming language\(^15\). The packages used in R are Boruta\(^14\) for Boruta algorithm, randomForest\(^15\) for Random Forests, doMC\(^10\) and foreach\(^17\) for multi-core parallel computing. Ubuntu 14.04 LTS was adopted as computer operation system.

- **Results and discussion**
  Boruta algorithm was utilized to test the importance of 41 descriptors in 837 molecules. The parameters of algorithm with respect to RF were set to defaults which are 500 for number of trees and 6 for number of variables to sample at each split. A P-value of 0.01 for Boruta was used to determine the confidence interval of variable importance. The box-plot of variable importance represented by Z-score value is shown in Figure 2.
  The entire computation process comprising of 30 iterations was completed in 1.6 minutes. Four descriptors including B01.C.Br, B04.C.Br, N.073 and nCRX3 displayed as blue boxes in Figure 2 are classified as noise variables by Boruta since their Z-score is significantly lower than HZPA shown in the most right red box. The remaining 37 features combine all relevant variable for biodegradability (green box).

**Box Plot of Variable Importance Including Shadow Feature**

- **T-test for All Relevant Variables**
  In order to inspect and remove weakly relevant variables among the remaining 37 descriptors, 1000 runs of Z-score were computed and compared with the highest Z-score shadow feature (HZSF). Two most unimportant descriptors (nN.N and nArNO2) were taken to perform T-test with HZSF respectively yielding results of 30.59 and 24.76 respectively for each of descriptors. These values are much larger than the value of 3, which is the threshold value proposed by Rudnicki et al.\(^18\). Hence we are able to conclude that even though the most unimportant variables are much more significant than HZSF, all the variables are considered as important.

- **Hybrid Feature Selection Coupled Random Forests with Boruta Algorithm**
  In this section a filter section coupled with Boruta algorithm as described above was used to search for satisfactory variable subsets at a more detailed level. In a loop process one candidate of variable subset at a time is introduced into Boruta algorithm, where it undergoes multiple runs of RF. Then Z-scores for all variables are taken. Based on median value of Z-score one can rank features and remove the least important descriptor. After it is eliminated, a new subset of variables (same as original but short on the one with the lowest Z-score) is imported into RF model to calculate OOB classification accuracy for 50 times. When OOB accuracy is higher than predefined threshold value, a current subset of features is stored and sent again into Boruta model to remove the next least important variable and check with OOB accuracy for a new subset. The loop repeats until OOB prediction drops below the threshold value. The approach yields a subset of relevant variables which can be used for model validation on testing and external validation sets.
Variable Subsets in Ensemble Performance on Testing Data Sets

Figure 3 and 4 show that the eighth subset of variables (having 30 variables) performs better for both testing and external validation sets than the first subset (with 37 variables) which has similar generalization ability with original descriptor set (Table III). The generalization performance among all of the subset candidates does not vary significantly, thus the decision maker can also choose the simplest subset as input vector for RB/NRB classification. The performance of the original set, first, eighth and last candidates of ensemble are compared with the results obtained by former researchers and are summarized in Table III.

In Table III three evaluation criteria have been used, which are classification accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sn) and specificity (Sp). They are defined as follow:

\[
\text{Acc} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{Sn} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{6}
\]

\[
Sp = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \tag{7}
\]

where, \(TN\) and \(FN\) are the values of true negative and false negative, and \(TP\) and \(FP\) are the values of true positive and false positive.
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